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Director’s Introduction

An important aspect of the work of the Scott Polar 
Research Institute since its foundation almost a century 
ago has been field research in both polar regions. We 
continued to send Institute staff and students into the 
field with parties investigating both natural-science 
and social-science issues in the Arctic and Antarctic 
during 2018. Observations of fast-flowing Greenland 
outlet glaciers, and the basal and surface processes 
that contribute to their rapid motion, were supported 
by funding from Dr Poul Christoffersen’s major 
European Science Foundation project. Dr Ian Willis and 
Dr Alison Banwell continued their fruitful collaboration 
with American scientists, monitoring the behaviour 
of the McMurdo Ice Shelf in Antarctica. Julian and 
Evelyn Dowdeswell sampled driftwood on Greenland 
and Baffin Island beaches to reconstruct past sea-ice 
cover in Arctic waters. In the polar social sciences and 
humanities, too, the large European Research Council 
grant awarded to Dr Richard Powell has allowed him 
to build a strong team of post-doctoral researchers, 
with archival as well as field research being important 
components of their investigations. Reflecting this 
international activity, SPRI became a member of the 
University of the Arctic in September 2018, with 
Gareth Rees and Richard Powell appointed as our 
representatives.

Publications based on polar field research, satellite 
remote-sensing and numerical modelling have 
appeared in agenda-setting international journals such 
as Science Advances, Nature Communications, Nature 
Climate Change and the Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences. The topics of these papers 
reflect ongoing research into important environmental-
change questions relating, for example, to the role of 
surface meltwater in the stability or otherwise of ice 
sheets and ice shelves, and the effects of basal water 
on fast ice-sheet flow. Investigations of these problems 
are very timely given the rapid changes that are taking 
place in the global cryosphere or icy world. In the 
polar social sciences, Dr Michael Bravo’s new book, 
North Pole: Nature and Culture, is likely to become a 
benchmark publication in the history of science. It has 
featured in literary and science festivals and has been 
well received in the national press. It asks important 
questions about why poles and polarity continue to 
play a critical role for understanding our planet.

Recognition of the academic standing of the Institute’s 
post-doctoral research community has come in several 
forms. Dr Marion Bougamont was promoted to Senior 
Research Associate for her sustained high-quality work 
on the numerical modelling of ice sheets and their 
basal boundary condition. Highly competitive research 
fellowships have also been awarded to Dr Christine 
Batchelor, Dr Alison Banwell and Sasha Montelli. 
Christine’s three-year Vista Fellowship was awarded 
recently by the Norwegian Academy of Science and 
Letters and concerns the sedimentary architecture of 

glacier-influenced Arctic margins. Alison has received 
a two-year Visiting Fellowship at the University of 
Colorado, Boulder, to study the stability of Antarctic 
ice shelves. Sasha will take up a three-year Junior 
Research Fellowship at Peterhouse, Cambridge, 
after completing his PhD, working on ice-sheet 
reconstruction using the geological record. These 
awards are a clear demonstration of the high regard in 
which our early-career researchers are held.

Outreach activities continue to thrive, with the Polar 
Museum being visited by about 50,000 people 
during 2018. A similar number accessed SPRI’s online 
outreach resources including short videos, teacher 
resource packs and a teaching module for the Open 
University’s undergraduate geography course. In 
addition, over 6,500 school children visited the 
museum for workshops or self-guided visits and 
handling collections loaned to schools were accessed 
by nearly 3,000 children. Visitor feedback relating to 
these activities is very positive indeed. In July 2018, 
Polar Encounters: 200 years of contemporary and 
historical polar art opened at Bonhams in London, 
before a smaller version was transferred to the Polar 
Museum. The exhibition featured a wide range of 
artworks from the Institute’s extensive collections. 
At Bonhams, the exhibition also included work 
from recent Friends of SPRI Artists in Residence. The 
scheme, sponsored by Bonhams, allows artists to 
visit the Arctic and Antarctic, supported logistically 
by One Ocean Expeditions and the Royal Navy, 
respectively. The understanding of Antarctica has also 
been projected to the wider public in a new book, 
The Continent of Antarctica, by Julian Dowdeswell 
and Michael Hambrey (a past Associate of SPRI). The 
book aims to provide a well-illustrated, accessible, yet 
authoritative treatment of the physical environment 
of the Antarctic, together with the history of its 
exploration and its modern governance under the 
Antarctic Treaty System.

Our staff continue to play major roles in polar 
organisations at a national and international level and 
to be recognised for their academic achievements. 
During the year Dr Bryan Lintott was appointed 
Secretary General of the International Polar Heritage 
Committee, which is part of the International Council 
on Monuments and Sites. Dr Richard Powell appeared 
as an expert witness before the House of Commons 
Environmental Audit Committee on ‘The Changing 
Arctic’. Dr Piers Vitebsky was elected an Honorary 
Academician of the Academy of Sciences of the 
Sakha Republic (Yakutia), Russia, and Professor Julian 
Dowdeswell was elected a Fellow of the Learned 
Society of Wales. Julian was also awarded the Lyell 
Medal of the Geological Society of London for his 
contributions to the study of soft-rock geology. 
Research student Ragnhild Dale received a prestigious 
Vice-Chancellor’s Public Engagement with Research 
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The Director on glacial geology fieldwork in southern Baffin Island, Canada 

Award for her project on environmental issues 
concerning oil exploration in the Barents Sea.
The Friends of SPRI have also had a very active year, 
linked to fundraising for a Centenary Studentship 
to support participation in the Institute’s Masters 
Programme in Polar Studies. A Friends Tribute Lecture 
for the life and achievements of the glaciologist 
Charles Swithinbank (a long-time Associate of, and 
generous benefactor to SPRI) was given by Sir Ranulph 
Fiennes at the Royal Geographical Society in London 
and, later in the year, Michael Palin gave a talk on his 
recent book about HMS Erebus to a packed house in 
Cambridge. A voyage to West Greenland and Baffin 
Island with One Ocean Expeditions also attracted 
almost 40 Friends of SPRI. 

In a time when funding-support from UK and European 
governmental sources is in decline, yet the polar regions 
are clearly central to climate-change issues, the SPRI 
Centenary Campaign assumes particular significance. 
Our aspiration is that the Institute’s research and 
heritage activities, and its role in educating the next 

generation about the polar regions, are underpinned by 
new funds in support of academic posts, field research, 
research studentships and the endowment of the vital 
heritage and outreach roles of Museum Curator and 
Archivist. As Director, I shall be working towards these 
goals over the centenary period, culminating in the 
hundredth anniversary of the Institute’s foundation in 
November 2020.

It is once again a pleasure to thank the very dedicated 
staff of the Institute for their work over the year, and 
to acknowledge the commitment of our Friends’ 
organisation together with material and in-kind 
support from many generous benefactors to the SPRI.

Professor Julian Dowdeswell
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Institute Staff 
Senior Academic Staff
Professor Julian Dowdeswell Director and Professor of Physical Geography
Dr Neil Arnold University Senior Lecturer
Dr Michael Bravo University Senior Lecturer
Dr Poul Christoffersen University Reader
Dr Richard Powell University Lecturer 
Dr Gareth Rees University Senior Lecturer
Dr Ian Willis University Senior Lecturer

Researchers 
Dr Antonio Abellan Marie Curie Fellow (until January)
Dr David Amblas Marie Curie Fellow (until March)
Dr Alison Banwell Leverhulme Research Fellow (until April)
Dr Christine Batchelor Research Associate 
Mr Toby Benham Research Associate
Dr Marion Bougamont Senior Research Associate
Dr Johanne Bruun Research Associate (from October)
Dr Frazer Christie Research Associate (from August) 
Mrs Evelyn Dowdeswell Research Associate
Dr Mari Kleist Research Associate (from October)
Dr Bryan Lintott Research Associate (from March)
Dr Nanna Luders Kaalund Research Associate (from October)
Dr Nikolas Sellheim Editor, Polar Record
Dr Charlotte Schoonman Research Associate (from March)
Dr Rachael Turton Research Associate (from July)
Dr John Woitkowitz Research Associate (from October)

Library, Archive and Museum Staff 
Rosie Amos Education and Outreach Assistant (job share)
Meg Barclay Education and Outreach Assistant (job share)
Naomi Boneham Archives Manager
Naomi Chapman Education and Outreach Assistant (job share)
Charlotte Connelly Museum Curator 
Martin French Senior Library Assistant (until July)
Laura Ibbett Archives Collection Assistant 
Dr Bryan Lintott Exhibitions Officer (until February)
Peter Lund Librarian 
Frances Marsh Senior Library Assistant (from September)
Lucy Martin Picture Library Manager
Alexander Partridge Collections Coordinator (from February)
Emily Rigby Fundraising and Communications Assistant 
Sophie Rowe Conservator

Support Staff
Grahame Adley Maintenance
Joanna Carruthers Personal Assistant to the Director 
Helen Carter Receptionist (from July)
Fiona Craig Institute Administrator 
Hannah Dennis Saturday Museum Shop Assistant
Jenny Dunstall ERC Project Coordinator 
Emily Higgins Shop Administrator
Martin Lucas-Smith Web Manager
Aziz Marufov Maintenance
Annemarie Moore Receptionist (until February)
Maria Pearman Senior Accounts Clerk 
Celene Pickard Executive Secretary to the Friends of SPRI
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SPRI Committee of Management
Prof. A.L. Greer, Chair Chair of the Council of the School of Physical Sciences
Prof. J.A. Dowdeswell, Sec. Director, Scott Polar Research Institute
Prof. A. Amin Head, Department of Geography
Prof. J.A. Clack Department of Zoology
Prof. D.A. Hodell Department of Earth Sciences 
Prof. S. Schaffer Department of History and Philosophy of Science
Prof. A.W. Woods Department of Earth Sciences, BP Institute

SPRI Advisory Committee
Prof. S. Redfern, Chair Head, Department of Earth Sciences
Prof. J.A. Dowdeswell, Sec. Director, Scott Polar Research Institute
Prof. Dame J. Francis Director, British Antarctic Survey
Rear Admiral T. Lowe UK Hydrographer and Deputy Chief Executive 
Ms J. Rumble Head of the Polar Regions Department, FCO
The Hon. Ms Janice Charette High Commissioner for Canada
Dr A.M. Greenaway Vice President Science and Technology, BP-Cambridge
Dr J. Craig Head of Regional Geoscience Studies, Eni
Prof. H.A. Viles Geography Dept., Oxford University
Prof. E. Wolff  Department of Earth Sciences

Other organisations based at SPRI 
Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research
Dr Eoghan Griffin Executive Officer 
Rosemary Nash Administrative Officer 
Dr Chandrika Nath Executive Director (from June)
Alice Oates Communications and Information Officer (from December)

Dr Bill Rothwell Computer Officer 
Roy Smith Maintenance
Rebecca Stancombe General Office Administrative Assistant 
Dr Adam Strange Administrator (Dept. of Geography) 

Doctoral Students
Henry Anderson-Elliott
Jennifer Brown (joint with BAS)
Tom Chudley
Samuel Cook
Hannah Cubaynes (joint with BAS)
Ragnhild Dale
Rebecca Dell
Premdeep Gill (joint with BAS)
Victoria Hermann
James Kirkham (joint with BAS) 
Conrad Koziol
Robert Law
Natalia Magnani
Peter Martin
Michael McCarthy (joint with BAS)
Sasha Montelli
Emily Potter (joint with BAS) 
Tim Reilly
Morgan Seag
Craig Stewart
Praveen Teleti
Nicholas Toberg
Rebecca Vignols (joint with BAS)

Andrew Williamson
Matthew Wise
Tun Jan Young
Maximilien Zahnd

M.Phil. Students 
Robert Law 
Cameron Mackay 
Jamie Sandall 
Johanna Schoenecker 
Jonathan Vautrey 
Sophie Vineberg

Institute Associates
Dr John Ash
Dr Alison Banwell (from May)
Dr Lawson Brigham 
Dr Jean de Pomereu
Prof. Kevin Edwards
Mrs Penny Goodman
Mr Bob Headland
Prof. Neil Kent 

Dr Elena Khlinovskaya Rockhill
Dr Ruth Maclennan (from April)
Ms Dinah Molloy
Dr Ursula Rack (from September)
Dr Beau Riffenburgh
Dr Florian Stammler
Dr John Tichotsky
Dr Olga Tutubalina
Dr Emma Wilson
Dr Corine Wood-Donnelly

Emeritus Associates 
Prof. Tim Bayliss-Smith (until September)
Dr Peter Clarkson, MBE
Prof. Phil Gibbard
Prof. Liz Morris, OBE
Dr Simon Ommanney (until September)
Prof. Larry Rockhill
Dr Ian Stone
Dr Colin Summerhayes
Dr Piers Vitebsky 
Dr Janet West
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Research Structure

Supraglacial lakes form on the Greenland Ice Sheet 
when snow and ice on the surface melt in summer. 
The lakes exist for weeks or months, yet many drain 
in a few hours through more than a kilometre of 
ice, transferring large quantities of water to the 
base of the ice sheet. Researchers at SPRI have been 
studying this phenomenon using a combination of 
3D computer modelling and satellite observations, 
showing previously unknown dynamic consequences. 
Previous work assumed that these ‘drainage events’ 
were isolated incidents, but we show that the lakes 
form extensive networks in which lakes become 
interconnected through the ice sheet’s basal drainage 

pathways. When one lake drains, the water quickly 
spreads under the ice sheet, which responds by 
flowing faster. The faster flow opens new crevasses on 
the surface which act as conduits for the drainage of 
other lakes. This starts a chain reaction that can drain 
many lakes, as far as 80 km away. High-resolution 
satellite images were used to track crevasses, with 
some forming at 1800 m elevation and as far as 135 
km inland from the ice-sheet margin. This work was 
reported in the journal Nature Communications and 
funded by the European Research Council (ERC).

Poul Christoffersen and Marion Bougamont

The research work of the Institute continues to focus 
around several research themes, each of which has a 
mix of senior academic staff, post-doctoral researchers 
and postgraduate students. Work on these topics is 
supported by a number of externally funded research 
grants, which are listed later in this report. The 
research themes are:
•	 Glaciology	and	Climate	Change
•	 Glacier-Influenced	Marine	Sedimentary	

Environments
•	 Polar	Landscapes	and	Remote	Sensing
•	 Polar	Histories,	Cultures,	Environments	and	Politics

Institute staff organise seminar series in both polar 
natural sciences and social sciences and humanities. 
Speakers from a number of universities and research 
centres in the UK and overseas, together with 
Cambridge colleagues, have contributed during 
the year. The seminars are well attended by staff 
and research students from several Cambridge 
departments and from, for example, the British 
Antarctic Survey. A selection of the natural and social-
science research projects in which we are currently 
engaged is outlined briefly below.

Polar Research

Polar Natural Sciences

Chain-reaction lake drainages on the Greenland Ice Sheet 

Icebergs and sandy beach off Disko Island, West Greenland
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Surface lakes on the Greenland Ice Sheet play a 
key role in its surface mass-balance, hydrology, 
and biogeochemistry. They often drain rapidly via 
hydrofracture, immediately delivering lake water to the 
ice-sheet base and allowing surface meltwater to reach 
the base subsequently. It is generally assumed that rapid 
lake drainage is confined to summer. We have used a 
combination of satellite radar imagery and numerical 
modelling to develop understanding of the over-winter 
behaviour of such lakes. Radar imagery showed the 
drainage of three different lakes during three winters 
in a fast-flowing part of the ice sheet. Analysis of 
optical imagery from before and after the drainage 

events provided two independent estimates of the lake-
drainage volumes. A numerical model for lake energy 
balance recently developed at SPRI confirms that lakes 
more than ~2.5 m deep can persist over winter, as an 
ice lid forms which insulates the underlying water. The 
capped lakes affect the underlying ice temperature to a 
depth of around ten metres, and overwinter lakes could 
enable more rapid onset and reactivation of drainage in 
the subsequent summer as they act as substantial stores 
of latent heat. 

Neil Arnold, Ian Willis, Corinne Benedek  
and Rob Law

Antarctic ice shelves are predicted to experience 
greater rates of surface melting in the future. There 
is a growing interest in the role of meltwater in their 
instability and possible breakup. Following fieldwork on 
the effects of surface-water ponding and draining on 
the flexure and potential fracture of the McMurdo Ice 
Shelf, we are investigating how satellite remote-sensing 
techniques may be used to map the extent and depth 
of surface and shallow subsurface lake and stream 
networks, how these vary across ice shelves and on the 
lower parts of glaciers feeding them, and how these 
change over time both within individual melt seasons 
and from year to year. We have mapped changing 
patterns of surface-water extent across the McMurdo 

Ice Shelf between 1999 and 2018 using Landsat optical 
imagery to reveal the evolution of part of the ice shelf 
from continuous firn, through firn with sporadic lakes, 
to an extensive integrated stream-lake system. We are 
currently working on the Nivlisen and Bach ice shelves 
and developing techniques that can automatically 
distinguish between lakes and streams, detect their 
areas and depths, and track how they change over 
time. This work involves collaborators Doug MacAyeal 
and Grant McDonald (Chicago Univ.) and Hamish 
Pritchard (British Antarctic Survey).

Ian Willis, Alison Banwell, Neil Arnold  
and Becky Dell

Overwinter persistence of lakes on the Greenland Ice Sheet

Remote sensing investigations of surface water on Antarctic ice shelves

A full-Stokes 3-dimensional model of a calving glacier
The Greenland Ice Sheet is losing mass at a growing 
rate, with annual losses in recent years exceeding the 
equivalent of 1 mm of sea-level rise. Around half the 
ice loss from Greenland is through surface melting and 
runoff; the other half is caused by icebergs released 
into the sea through a process called ‘calving’. This 
calving process is poorly understood and has so far not 
been included in the physically based models that are 
needed to accurately predict global sea levels over the 
coming decades. A study at SPRI has been the first to 
simulate iceberg production with a three-dimensional 
model that involves the full-Stokes equations. The 

model, which was applied to Store Glacier in West 
Greenland, shows that fractures propagating upwards 
from the bottom of the glacier are as important 
for calving as those that propagate down from the 
surface. The study also showed that the calving rate is 
sensitive to submarine melting, which undercuts the 
submerged portion of the glacier terminus in summer, 
as well as to buttressing from ice mélange which is a 
rigid mixture of icebergs and sea ice forming in front 
of the glacier in winter. 

Joe Todd and Poul Christoffersen

Multiplatform remote sensing of the impact of climate change on northern 
forests of Russia
This project, funded by the British Council and the 
Russian Ministry of Science and Education, aims to 
develop a new understanding of the dynamics of boreal 
forest systems in northern Russia using remote sensing 
and fieldwork observations, together with climate 
modelling. It expands the collaboration between 
SPRI and Moscow State University and brings in new 
partners: British Antarctic Survey (responsible for climate 
modelling), and the Institutes of Geography and of 
Space Science, Russian Academy of Sciences. Work 

will combine data over a wide range of spatial scales, 
obtained from fieldwork, from surveys using UAVs 
(‘drones’), and from satellite imagery that will allow 
a global perspective to be developed. The 2018 field 
season focussed on the pine-spruce forest of northwest 
Russia, and subsequent fieldwork will move into larch-
dominated Siberia. 

Gareth Rees, Rachael Turton, Gareth Marshall 
(BAS), Olga Tutubalina
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The Quaternary record of submarine glacial landforms on the mid-Norwegian 
continental shelf from extensive 3-dimensional seismic evidence

Humpback whale surfaces near King George Island, off the Antarctic Peninsula

Thousands of glacial landforms, identified and 
mapped on buried mid-Norwegian continental shelf 
surfaces from extensive 3-dimensional seismic data, 
allow reconstruction of the Fennoscandian Ice Sheet’s 
configuration and associated palaeo-environmental 
evolution over several Quaternary glacial-interglacial 
cycles. Buried mega-scale glacial lineations (MSGLs) 
and grounding-zone wedges show past locations of 
fast-flowing ice streams, indicating ice-sheet drainage 
variability from one glacial cycle to another. MSGLs 
are found both within buried palaeo-troughs and 
apparently independent of underlying topography, 
implying the presence of a variable-rheology subglacial 

sedimentary bed and non-topographically controlled, 
‘pure’ palaeo-ice streams. Overprinting groups of 
MSGLs with different orientations, found on a single 
Late Quaternary surface, suggest complex and 
dynamic ice-sheet flow with a drainage structure that 
adjusts both between and within glacial-interglacial 
cycles. Buried shelf surfaces occupied by retreat 
moraines indicate episodic retreat of slow-flowing 
sectors of ice sheet. This work is collaborative with 
Dag Ottesen (Norwegian Geological Survey) and 
Stale Johansen (Norwegian University of Science and 
Technology).

Sasha Montelli and Julian Dowdeswell

Exploring the physical conditions of fast glacier flow
Marine-terminating outlet glaciers drain 88% 
of the Greenland Ice Sheet and make significant 
contributions to global sea-level rise through the 
sustained delivery of ice to the ocean. The physical 
conditions that facilitate the exceptionally fast flow 
of these glaciers are poorly known owing to a paucity 
of data tied to the glaciers’ heavily crevassed nature. 
To better understand these glaciers, SPRI researchers 
have drilled and instrumented eleven boreholes on 
Store Glacier, West Greenland, to monitor subglacial 
water pressure, temperature, and the electrical 
conductivity and turbidity of basal meltwater. The 
first seven boreholes were drilled at the SAFIRE camp 
about 30 km from the calving front, where the ice 
thickness was 610 m. A further four were drilled at 
the RESPONDER camp where ice thickness was 980 m. 
Direct observations in boreholes showed persistently 

high subglacial water pressure, with diurnal variations 
and peaks coinciding with glacier acceleration 
recorded during periods of intense surface melting or 
rainfall. The research also established new profiles of 
borehole tilt, which showed that roughly one-third 
of total ice motion was caused by ice deformation 
in the lowermost 100 m of the ice column, with 
the remainder occurring as sliding or shearing of a 
poorly drained glacier bed with a distributed type of 
hydrology. The in situ borehole observations were 
supplemented by seismic geophysical surveys which 
showed that the glacier bed comprised a 45-m-thick 
sequence of unconsolidated sediment. The work 
included collaborators at Aberystwyth University and 
the Alfred Wegener Institute, Germany.

Poul Christoffersen and Marion Bougamont
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Glacier change in High Mountain Asia

Submarine moraines in SE Greenland fjords reveal contrasting outlet-glacier 
behaviour since the Last Glacial Maximum

Glacially scoured bedrock, icebergs and the fast-flowing Ilulissat Glacier, West Greenland 

The rates of glacier change in remote parts of High 
Mountain Asia are being investigated using satellite 
imagery. We have complied the first glacier-change 
inventory for the Ladakh Range, between the Western 
Himalaya to the south, a region of glacier retreat, and 
the Karakoram to the north, a region of anomalous 
glacier stability. 864 glaciers were identified in the 
central Ladakh Range, which tend to be small (median 
0.25 km2; maximum 6.58 km2) and at high elevations 
(5000–6000 m above sea level). Between 1991 and 
2014, glaciers lost an average of 13% of their area, 
changes consistent with observations in the Western 
Himalaya rather than the Karakoram. This transition in 
glacier behaviour is probably explained by non-climatic 
factors (e.g. debris cover); alternatively, any climatic 

factors responsible for the Karakoram behaviour are 
extremely localised. We have also examined 88 glaciers 
in the West Kunlun Shan, north of the Karakorum, 
and found evidence of nine surges occurring between 
1972 and 2017. Glaciers display low active-phase 
velocities (~0.2–1.5 km/yr) with seasonal acceleration 
in the summer, active-phase periods as short as 
2 years, and build-up and deceleration phases of 
months to years; characteristics that are similar to 
surge behaviour in the Karakorum. Most surges are 
clustered at the end of a decadal-scale warming 
period, corroborating previously proposed causal links 
between climate and surging in the Karakoram.

Tom Chudley and Ian Willis

Knowledge of the past behaviour of the outlet 
glaciers of the Greenland Ice Sheet is important in 
understanding and modelling spatial differences in 
their response to climatic change. We used seafloor 
bathymetric data to map the distribution of more than 
50 major moraines in SE Greenland fjords. Inner-fjord 
moraines were widespread along the SE Greenland 
margin, occurring in 65% of the surveyed fjords. We 
identified 9 mid-fjord moraines that span the 150 
km long eastern margin of the Julianehåb Ice Cap. In 
contrast, mid-fjord moraines were generally absent 

from the deeper and wider fjords of the SE sector of 
the Greenland Ice Sheet. The variable distribution of 
mid-fjord moraines along the SE Greenland margin 
reveals contrasting behaviour of the ice sheet and the 
adjacent ice cap during the last deglaciation, which is 
probably controlled by the different geometries of the 
fjords. This work was carried out in collaboration with 
Eric Rignot and Romain Millan (University of California, 
Irvine, and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory at Cal Tech).

Christine Batchelor and Julian Dowdeswell



Marine mammals from space
The detection of marine mammals from space aims 
to understand the population numbers and dynamics 
of whale and seal species. We are investigating how 
deep below the sea surface we can detect whales 
in satellite images, and Hannah Cubaynes spent 
several months on the USA east coast and in Alaska 
collecting spectral signatures of whales. Prem Gill has 
also begun a project to study Antarctic pack-ice seals 
via very high-resolution satellite and UAV (‘drone’) 
imagery. Antarctic pack-ice seals (APIS) are long-
lived, upper trophic-level predators and amongst the 
largest consumers of Antarctic krill. The monitoring 

of APIS populations may help understand changes 
in the Antarctic ecosystem’s status and health. 
However, seals inhabit the dynamic and inaccessible 
sea-ice zone, making traditional surveys (plane/boat) 
logistically difficult. Current activities have involved 
investigating techniques for seal-species and sea-ice 
classification from satellite imagery and assessing 
the application of thermal and multispectral drone 
imaging surveys. 

Hannah Cubaynes, Prem Gill, Gareth Rees and 
Peter Fretwell (BAS)

Middle Pleistocene glaciation of Fenland, England
The Fenland area has been invaded by ice on at 
least three occasions during the Quaternary. These 
advances are linked with the formation of The Wash 
and the deposition of glacial sediments. Intermediate 
between these glaciations and modern interglacial 
conditions were periods of periglacial climate, 
low sea-level and marine transgressions. Major 
glaciation of the Fenland took place during the late 
Middle Pleistocene Wolstonian Stage (c.180-160 
kyr, Marine Isotope Stage 6), when ice reached the 
chalk escarpment bounding the basin to the east and 
south, impounding rivers entering the Fenland and 
imposing new drainage pathways for the meltwater. 
Long periods of periglacial climate occurred during 

the Wolstonian Stage, both before and after the 
glaciation. In addition, glaciation in the preceding 
Anglian Stage (c.430-400 kyr) is associated with the 
formation of the Fenland, and glaciation during the 
subsequent Devensian Stage (c.22-20 kyr) resulted 
in a blockage of The Wash, with effects in Fenland. 
The Wolstonian Stage glaciation is being investigated 
in detail, and includes landscape modelling based 
on borehole surveys. Work is also concentrating on 
age dating using optically stimulated luminescence 
techniques. The research is being carried out jointly 
with Sheffield University and is supported by a 
Leverhulme Foundation Emeritus Fellowship grant.

Phil Gibbard

Crevassed iceberg in Antarctic waters
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Ethnographies and geographies of polar science and expertise

Interdisciplinary research on the northeast Siberian coast

The North Pole: a history of science and utopias

Building on Studying Arctic Fields: Cultures, Practices, 
and Environmental Sciences, published by McGill-
Queen’s University Press in late 2017, research has 
continued to investigate the social practices involved 
in the constitution of polar environmental sciences. 
Historical work has investigated the practices of 
the geographical sciences in nineteenth-century 
Greenland. Research along these themes draws upon 
debates in science and technology studies and cultural 

history. Investigations involving participant observation 
at scientific field stations in the High Arctic are now 
being developed to think comparatively about the 
development of Antarctic knowledges and expertise. 
The findings from research in this area are used to 
inform discussions about polar-science policy in the  
UK today.

Richard Powell

A preliminary survey of the current social and 
economic dynamics of the eastern coast of the Sakha 
Republic (Yakutia) has taken place. Researchers 
travelled along the coast from the Arctic Ocean 
port of Tiksi to the tiny reindeer-herding settlement 
of Nayba and to the reindeer pastures beyond. As 
well as the state of reindeer herding, they studied 
the economy and demography of Tiksi, a key depot 
and support base on the Northern Sea Route from 
Murmansk to the Far East, currently underpopulated 
but projected to rise with the increasing disappearance 
of sea ice; and the social processes of freelance gold 
prospecting as an independent, non-state enterprise. 

This survey lays the groundwork for a proposed local 
contribution to a forthcoming international project 
to develop scenarios of future biodiversity and 
ecosystem services in the circumpolar Arctic region 
by integrating palaeoecological data from ancient 
DNA, archaeological and historical observations. In 
attempting to build integrated scenarios of Arctic 
ecosystems which combine ecological science and 
indigenous and local knowledge, our contribution will 
emphasise the value of this kind of knowledge for 
identifying drivers of biodiversity change.

Piers Vitebsky, Anatoly Alekseyev  
and Florian Stammler

This project, funded by a Cambridge Humanities 
Research Award, investigates the concept of the 
‘pole’ in how the globe has come to be understood. 
A historical approach reveals that the poles played a 
central role in the development of sixteenth century 
cosmography, in which the celestial realm was 
dominant. In later centuries, natural philosophers 
conceived of poles and polarity as active phenomena 
emanating from within the Earth’s interior. Over time, 
the metaphorical richness of polar thinking produced 

news kinds of poles, corresponding to meteorological 
and geographical measures or variables of the 
Earth’s environment (e.g. isotherms). The project 
demonstrates that as the kinds of poles multiplied 
over time, the definition and criteria of poles also 
became more varied. In this book-length study, the 
author concludes that poles continue to be of central 
importance for understanding humanity’s relationship 
to the globe we inhabit.

Michael Bravo

How did the Arctic come to be understood in the 
Western imagination as a ‘natural region’? Why 
have these formulations been so persistent? A team 
of five researchers based at SPRI are working on 
Richard Powell’s ARCTIC CULT project, funded by the 
European Research Council. The project investigates 
the construction of the Arctic that emerged from 
the exploration of the region by Europeans and 
North Americans and their contacts with indigenous 
people from the middle of the sixteenth century. 
The researchers have been working with the SPRI 
archives and museum collections, as well as developing 

connections with repositories across Europe, North 
America and Greenland. By focusing on a diverse 
range of materials (such as historical archives, maps, 
images and ethnographic objects), ARCTIC CULT is 
connecting research in cultural history with aspects 
of museology and museum curation. The team is 
undertaking unprecedented comparative and trans-
national research. In doing so, the project aspires to a 
new understanding of the consequences of forms of  
colonial representation for debates about the 
Circumpolar Arctic today.

Richard Powell

Polar Social Sciences and Humanities Research

Arctic cultures

Crevassed iceberg in Antarctic waters
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The stories of Misha the polar bear: knowing bears and bear families in 
conservation 

Equal opportunities on ice: gendered institutional change in 20th century 
Antarctic science 

Antarctic heritage

Polar bears are an archetypal ‘charismatic’ large-
carnivore species. They are the incidental icons of 
anthropogenic climate change, and widespread in 
the catalogues of images and stories that shape our 
everyday understandings of the world. This research 
project produces a biography of the life of an 
individual bear, known (amongst her many names) as 
Misha. With a localised home range along the west 
coast of Spitsbergen, she and her three litters of cubs 
have had sustained interactions with a wide range of 
human groups. Scientists, managers, photographers, 
film-makers, tourists, taxidermists, politicians, and 
SPRI PhD researchers have all told different stories 
about these bears. The photos, materials, samples 

and datasets that these encounters generate continue 
to circulate. Within and through these articulations, 
different ideas of polar bears and their conservation 
are brought to life. Misha embodies numerous 
different roles, each of which elucidates a different 
aspect of how we come to know polar bears and 
what their conservation means. This project also 
examines another group of bears, four captive males 
in the Yorkshire Wildlife Park. These bears, their lives, 
families, behaviours, and training, challenge many 
of the commonly held assumptions of successful 
conservation. 

Henry Anderson-Elliott

This research examines the integration of 
women into Antarctic science in the 
twentieth century, focused on the USA 
and UK. The USA barred women 
from Antarctica until 1969; the 
UK, until 1985. In both countries, 
celebrated “firsts” for women were 
followed by a decade-long process 
of gradual, controlled integration into 
increasingly isolated field sites. This 
project investigates these processes of 
gendered change and the evolution of ideas 
about science, agency, and environment with 

which they were entangled. Research 
includes an oral history project 

that documents the stories of 
pioneering women in Antarctic 
science, adding dozens of 
previously-untold stories to 
the historical record. Research 
is supported by the Gates 
Cambridge Trust, the American 

Institute of Physics, the British 
Society for the History of Science, 

and the Royal Geographical Society.
Morgan Seag

Antarctic historic sites and monuments, and related 
museum artefacts, can assist in revealing the values and 
interests that inform Antarctic nations, and how the 
Antarctic Treaty System accommodates this potentially 
divisive matter to protect national heritage while 
retaining the Treaty’s consensual ethos and focus on 
peace, science and environmental stewardship. A recent 
research project has examined the case of an epitaph, 
written by Sir Ernest Shackleton in 1917, for the three 
Ross Sea party members who perished during the 

Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition. The epitaph, placed 
on a memorial cross on Ross Island, was removed in 
1947 by the United States Navy and returned to the 
United Kingdom. This action had diplomatic, cultural, 
legal and geopolitical repercussions. Research into 
the related material culture and documents from nine 
archives, in four nations, has produced a case study on 
how Antarctic heritage and international relations are 
intertwined.

Bryan Lintott

Arctic geopolitics
Several members of SPRI have made continued efforts 
to engage with academic and policy-related forums 
and lectures in Cambridge and in London, and with 
various NATO and British government programmes 
related to Arctic geopolitical and economic matters. 
John Ash contributed both oral and written evidence 
to the House of Commons Defence Committee Report 
On Thin Ice: UK Defence in the Arctic. Tim Reilly 
submitted an Arctic paper for the Chief of Defence 
Staff, collaborated with the MoD’s Net Assessment 

Team (Arctic), and made various Arctic presentations 
at the Institute for Statecraft (as their Arctic adviser) 
to U.S./NATO and HMG audiences. More recently Tim 
has presented at a seminar workshop at the NATO 
Defence College in Rome and has also maintained 
links with Norway, the USA, and Russia’s Arctic 
Commission. This work is in collaboration with Dr 
Kun-Chin Lin at POLIS.

Tim Reilly, John Ash and Gareth Rees
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Current Research Grants 

Staff of the Institute currently hold research grants of £6.23 million, of which £848,000 is from the UK 
research councils and £4.2 million from the European Research Council and other EU sources. 

Subglacial access and fast ice research experiment 
(SAFIRE)
Source: Natural Environment Research Council, Grant 
NE/K005871/1
£261,920 (2013-2018)
 
Basal properties of the Greenland Ice Sheet (BPG)
Source: Natural Environment Research Council, Grant 
NE/M000869/1
£19,213 (2014-2018)

The role of shear margin dynamics in the future 
evolution of the Thwaites Drainage Basin (TIME 
-Thwaites Interdisciplinary Margin Evolution) 
Source: Natural Environment Research Council
£438,822 (2018-2023)

Instruments of scientific governance? Historical 
geographies of Halley Bay, 1956 - present
Source: Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC), 
Collaborative Doctoral Studentship with The Royal 
Society and the Royal Geographical Society
£70,717 (2018-2022)

International networks and cosmopolitan science: 
geographical societies and Greenland, c.1880 to 1939
Source: Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC), 
Collaborative Doctoral Studentship with Oxford 
University and the Royal Geographical Society 
£57,597 (2015-2018). 

Grants from UK Research Councils

Grants from Other Sources 
Arctic Cultures: sites of collection in the formation of 
the European and American northlands
Source: European Research Council, Consolidator 
Grant ERC-2016-CoG-724317 
Є1,996,250 (2017-2022)

Resolving subglacial properties, hydrological networks 
and dynamic evolution of ice flow on the Greenland 
Ice Sheet (RESPONDER)
Source: European Research Council, Consolidator 
Grant ERC-2015-CoG-683043
Є2,443,800 (2016-2021)

Seabed imprint of dense shelf-water cascading 
(SIDEW) around Antarctica
Source: EU Horizon 2020 Programme (Marie 
Skłodowska-Curie Individual Fellowship, MSCA-
IF-2014-658358)
Є195,454 (2016-2018)

Improving our understanding of rock slope failures 
using calving events 
Source: EU Horizon 2020 Programme (Marie 
Skłodowska-Curie Individual Fellowship, MSCA-
IF-2015-705215)
Є183,455 (2016-2018)

Hydrology and dynamics of the Greenland Ice Sheet 
and Antarctic ice shelves
Source: University of Colorado, Boulder, Sabbatical 
Fellowship
£17,100 (2018-2019)

Calculating current and future mass loss from the 
Greenland Ice Sheet using a coupled hydrology/ice 
dynamics model

Source: Leverhulme Trust and 
Isaac Newton Trust
£138,000 (2015-2018)

Pleistocene glaciation of Fenland, 
England and its implications for 
evolution of the region
Source: Leverhulme Foundation 
Emeritus Fellowship 
£20,210 (2018-2019)

Heritage Lottery Fund, Collecting Cultures - By 
Endurance We Conquer: the Shackleton Project
Source: Heritage Lottery Fund, Grant CC-13-21559
£500,000 (2014-2019)

Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) investigations 
of floating ice shelves in the Weddell Sea sector, 
Antarctica
Source: The Flotilla Foundation
£350,000 (2018-2020)

Multiplatform remote sensing of the impact of climate 
change on northern forests of Russia
Source: British Council
£150,00 (2018-2021)

Conserving and sharing SPRI’s Antarctic heritage 
collections
Source: UK Antarctic Heritage Trust
£150,000 (2017-2020)

Strengthening Russia-UK Links in Arctic ecological 
remote sensing (Global Britain Initiative)
Source: UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office
£37,910 (2018-2019)
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Amblas, D. and Dowdeswell, J.A., 2018. Physiographic 
influences on dense shelf-water cascading down the 
Antarctic continental slope. Earth-Science Reviews, v. 185, p. 
887-900.
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Record, S., Trouet, V., Turton, R.H., Zhang, Z. and Evans, 
M.E.K., 2018. When tree rings go global: Challenges and 
opportunities for retro- and prospective insight. Quaternary 
Science Reviews, v. 197, p. 1-20. 

Batchelor, C.L., Dowdeswell, J.A. and Rignot, E., 2018. 
Submarine landforms reveal varying rates and styles of 
deglaciation in North-West Greenland fjords. Marine 
Geology, v. 402, p. 60-80.

Bell, R.E., Banwell, A.F., Trusel, L.D. and Kingslake, J., 2018. 
Antarctic surface hydrology and impacts on ice-sheet mass 
balance. Nature Climate Change, v. 8, p. 1044-1052.

Christoffersen, P., Bougamont, M., Hubbard, A., Doyle, 
S.H., Grigsby, S. and Pettersson, R., 2018. Cascading 
lake drainage on the Greenland Ice Sheet triggered by 
tensile shock and fracture. Nature Communications, v. 9, 
doi:10.1038/s41467-018-03420-8.

Chudley, T.R., Miles, E.S. and Willis, I.C., 2017. Glacier 
characteristics and retreat between 1991 and 2014 in 
the Ladakh Range, Jammu and Kashmir. Remote Sensing 
Letters, v. 8, p. 518-527.

Connelly, C.E. and Warrior, C., 2018. Survey stories in the 
history of British polar exploration: museums, objects and 
people. Notes and Records: The Royal Society Journal of the 
History of Science, doi:10.1098/rsnr.2018.0038.

Cowton, T.R., Sole, A.J., Nienow, P.W., Slater, D.A. 
and Christoffersen, P., 2018. Linear response of East 
Greenland’s tidewater glaciers to ocean/atmosphere 
warming. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 
v. 115, p. 7907-7912. 

Cubaynes, H.C., Fretwell, P.T., Bamford, C., Gerrish, L. and 
Jackson, J.A., 2018. Whales from space: Four mysticete 
species described using new VHR satellite imagery. Marine 
Mammal Science, doi:10.1111/mms.12544.

Doyle, S.H., Hubbard, B., Christoffersen, P., Young, T.J., 
Hofstede, C., Bougamont, M.H., Box, J.E. and Hubbard, 
A., 2018. Physical conditions of fast glacier flow: 1. 
measurements from boreholes drilled to the bed of Store 
Glacier, West Greenland. Journal of Geophysical Research, v. 
123, p. 324-348.

Erokhin, S.A., Zaginaev, V.V., Meleshko, A.A., Ruiz-
Villanueva, V., Petrakov, D.A., Chernomorets, S.S., 
Viskhadzhieva, K.S., Tutubalina, O.V. and Stoffel, M., 2018. 

Debris flows triggered from non-stationary glacier lake 
outbursts: the case of the Teztor lake complex (Northern 
Tian Shan, Kyrgyzstan). Landslides, v. 15, p. 83–98. 

Fransner, O., Noormets, R., Flink, A.E., Hogan, K.A. and 
Dowdeswell, J.A., 2018. Sedimentary processes on the 
continental slope of Kvitoya and Albertini troughs north of 
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International Journal of Climatology, v. 38, p. 3878-3895.

McCarthy, M., Pritchard, H., Willis, I.C. and King, E., 2017. 
Ground-penetrating radar measurements of debris thickness 

Publications by Institute Staff

Books
Bravo, M.T., 2018. North Pole: Nature and Culture. 
Reaktion, 260 pp.

Dowdeswell, J.A. and Hambrey, M.J., 2018. The 
Continent of Antarctica. Papadakis, 296 pp.

Walton, D.H.W., Clarkson, P.D., and Summerhayes, 
C.P., 2018. Science in the Snow. 2nd Edition. SCAR, 
Cambridge, 321 pp. 

Wood-Donnelly, C., 2018. Performing Arctic 
Sovereignty: Policy and Visual Narratives. Routledge, 
136 pp.

Papers
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on Lirung Glacier, Nepal. Journal of Glaciology, v. 63, p. 
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Mountains in Kangerlussuaq Fjord, East Greenland
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Seminars in the Institute, including:
Surface meltwater on the polar ice sheets under a 
changing climate
Amber Leeson (Lancaster University)

Modelling seasonal acceleration of land-terminating 
sectors of the Greenland Ice Sheet margin
Conrad Koziol (Edinburgh University)

Cryolite ghosts – histories of absence from Ivittuut
Stine Alling Jacobsen (Oslo University)

The plural parent system in Saami reindeer herding 
families
Vegard Nergard (Tromsø University)

Emperor penguins on the sea ice in McMurdo Sound, Antarctica

Schoenecker, J., M.Phil., Hyperspectral remote sensing 
of vegetation in the Arctic tundra. 

Stewart, C., Ph.D., Ice-ocean interactions beneath the 
north-western Ross Ice Shelf, Antarctica.

Vautrey, J., M.Phil., Constraining calving dynamics 
of marine-terminating glaciers: developing 4D 
data of Store Glacier, Greenland, from repeat UAV 
photography.  

Vineberg, S., M.Phil., The first detection of Holocene 
cryptotephra deposits in lacustrine sediments from 
Southeast Greenland. 

Williamson, A., Ph.D., Remote sensing of rapidly 
draining supraglacial lakes on the Greenland Ice Sheet.

Wise, M., Ph.D., Iceberg-keel ploughmarks on the 
seafloor of Antarctic continental shelves and the North 
Falkland Basin: implications for palaeo-glaciology.

Young, T.J., Ph.D., Investigating fast flow and thermal 
regimes of the Greenland Ice Sheet: characterising the 
internal and basal environment of Store Glacier using 
phase-sensitive radar.

Equal opportunities on ice: sex discrimination legislation 
and British Antarctic science
Morgan Seag (SPRI)

On using the analytical tools of memory studies and 
transitional justice in Greenland
Astrid Nonbo Andersen (Danish Institute for International 
Studies)

Antarctic heritage and international relations: 
commemorating the Ross Sea Party
Bryan Lintott (SPRI)

Supposed-to-be-land: indigenous tales of the Beaufort Sea
Peter Martin (Oxford University)
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Chinstrap penguin on King George Island, Antarctic 
Peninsula region

Polar Information and Historic Archives

Library and Information Service

The Polar Libraries Colloquy, an important bi-annual 
meeting of Polar librarians, was held in Rovaniemi, 
Finnish Lapland, in June. The Rovaniemi conference 
saw the commencement of Librarian Peter Lund’s two-
year term as Chair of the colloquy’s Steering Group. 
Peter presented a paper on open access publishing 
and a further poster. 

An important achievement for the Library during 2018 
was Cyber Essentials Accreditation, a cyber-security 
initiative enabling the Library and General Office to 
communicate and work effectively with government 
agencies, notably the Ministry of Defence. We thank 
the University’s Information Services for their help in 
bringing this accreditation to fruition.

We continue to benefit from acquisitions made as part 
of By Endurance We Conquer: the Shackleton Project 
which is supported by a grant from the Heritage 
Lottery Fund. This award enables the Institute to 
acquire, conserve and display materials on Sir Ernest 
Shackleton and his Antarctic expeditions. New exhibits 
acquired this year, including Sir T.W. Edgeworth 
David’s barometer, which was probably used on the 
first ascent of Mount Erebus, are now on display in the 
newly refurbished Friends’ Room in the SPRI. 
During the financial year the Institute received 
the following grants for the general support of 
information and library services and special thanks are 
due to the following generous supporting bodies:

• Ministry of Defence grant-in-aid  £45,000

•	 FCO	Polar	Regions	Department	 £5,000

These funds helped enable 1162 books, conference 
proceedings, reports, DVDs and maps to be added 
to the collection and made available through the 
University of Cambridge iDiscover interface. All 
the Doctoral and Masters’ theses produced by SPRI 
students (over 130 PhDs and more than 200 MPhils) 
are now listed on the Library’s website. Links provide 
access to the full text where the authors have 
given permission to make a digital version available 
through the University of Cambridge Institutional 
Repository, Apollo. Being findable through a web 
search has increased the visibility of these theses - 
our most popular thesis was downloaded 793 times 
in the last year. Any SPRI graduate wishing to make 
their thesis available as open access is urged to 
contact the Librarian.

Library staff introduced our new MPhil and PhD 
students to the library’s extensive print and electronic 
resources in October and introductions to the 
Library were provided throughout the year for a 
wide range of societies and organisations; these 
included Cambridge Libraries’ graduate trainees, 
the International Map Collectors Society, Bishop 
Grosseteste University and Russian delegates from 
a University of the Arctic conference. The Library 
continues to receive visits from readers within 
Cambridge University, nationally and internationally. 
We were pleased to be able to host a number of 
visiting scholars this year: three visiting scholars came 
from Norway – Oslo, Tromsø and Bergen, whilst 
we welcomed others from Austria, Brazil, Finland, 
Germany, Ireland, Italy and the USA. 

In the summer we said goodbye to Senior Library 
Assistant Martin French, thanking him for four years 
of hard work, and we welcomed Frankie Marsh to 
the Library team in the same capacity in September. 
The Librarian continued to represent the Institute 
on the Journals Coordination Scheme Consultative 
Committee for the School of Physical Sciences and 
Kate O’Neil provided temporary assistance in the 
Library, reducing the size of the pamphlet collection 
by removing those physical items available in 
electronic format. Her imaginative book tree was 
much appreciated by staff and visitors to the Library 
in the lead-up to Christmas. The Library has been 
fortunate to have the following volunteers providing 
help during the year: Erika Drucker for maintaining 
the newspaper cuttings collection, and Ann Keith 
and Jeremy Wong for their assistance in cataloguing 
maps and other works.

Peter Lund
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The Picture Library

The Picture Library continues to assist many enquirers 
and visitors from around the world with their research 
of photographic material for use in a variety of 
publications, films and displays. Photographic material 
has been supplied for several exhibitions, academic 
theses, journals and lectures, books, magazines and 
television programmes. Included amongst these are 
exhibitions at: the Kerry County Museum, Ireland; 
the Canterbury Museum, New Zealand; the St Albans 
Museum; and the National Maritime Museum, Royal 
Museums Greenwich. Images have been supplied 
for a number of books including: The News at the 
Ends of the Earth by Hester Blum; A Brief History 
of the Eskimo Sweater, by L.K. Bertram; Lost in 
the Antarctic, by Ted Olson; The Memory of Ice, 
by Elizabeth Truswell; Erebus: The Story of a Ship, 
by Michael Palin; Antarctica through Art and the 
Archive, by Polly Gould; The Farewell Tourist, by Alison 
Glenny; and Higher and Colder, by Vanessa Heggie. 
Other publications include the journal Polarboken 
2016-2018 for the Norwegian Polar Club; the journal 
Records of the Canterbury Museum; and the Portrait 
Magazine published by the National Portrait Gallery, 
Australia. Images have also been reproduced to 
accompany the production of Shackleton’s Stowaway 
by the Stolen Elephant Theatre company at the 
Edinburgh Festival; to be displayed on board a train 
that will be named after Captain Scott for the Great 
Western Railway; on display signage at the Kelly 
Tarlton Aquarium, New Zealand; on an interpretive 
panel for the Newcastle Light Rail line, Australia; and 
as a visual backdrop to accompany a lecture with 
music entitled Fight for the South Pole, by Markus 
Horn in Hannover, Germany.

The preventive conservation programme continued 
through support of By Endurance We Conquer: the 
Shackleton Project from the Heritage Lottery Fund. 
Previously purchased via the project, four photograph 
albums have been boxed in bespoke archival quality 
drop-spine boxes. The boxes are made from a double-
wall construction with step joints to give maximum 
rigidity and covered with cloth to maximise their 
life. One of the albums formerly belonged to H.J.L. 
Dunlop who was chief engineer on the Shackleton’s 
ship Nimrod. It contains photographs from both 
the British Antarctic Expedition, 1907-09 (Nimrod), 
and the British National Antarctic Expedition 1901-
04 (Discovery). The other three albums are from 
the Antarctic Relief Expeditions 1902-04 and were 
compiled by J.D. Morrison the chief engineer on the 
ship Morning.

The Picture Library has recruited four volunteers who 
have begun the task of cataloguing the late Dr Charles 
Swithinbank’s collection of 35 mm slides: Carrie 
Marks, David Matzliach, Suzy Rickard and Charlotte 
Thompson. The photographic collection consists of 
approximately 8,500 photographs and covers the 
many years that Charles spent working in the polar 
regions. During this time, Charles photographed many 
aspects of the life and work carried out on the various 
British and international scientific expeditions that 
he took part in. This project will include cataloguing, 
digitisation and ultimately adding the photographs to 
the online Picture Library catalogue.

Lucy Martin

The Thomas H Manning Polar Archives
The Archive continues to welcome researchers and 
readers from within the university, the country and 
from overseas, attracting a mix of academics at 
various stages in their careers, authors and artists, and 
those researching their families’ connections to the 
polar regions. Early in the year, much time was spent 
ensuring that our archival collections and procedures 
were ready for the implementation of the General 
Data Protection Regulations (GDPR). Later in the year 
we undertook a collections’ audit to better understand 
the items that will need cataloguing and potential 
conservation attention in the coming years. The results 
from this work will influence future funding bids and 
staff time. We were delighted to acquire the Henry 
Forder papers, which included two diaries from the 
1850-55 Franklin Search expedition in HMS Enterprise 
under the command of Richard Collinson. 

We were invited to Huntingdon Library in February to 
provide an insight into our collections as part of their 

engAGE programme, which concerns general-interest 
groups and community engagement. In November, 
archive staff took part in the inaugural Cambridge 
University Archive Dissertation Fair, hosted by St 
John’s College. This provided an opportunity to 
meet students from across the university and city, to 
discuss their research and promote the Archives to 
researchers. 

During 2018 our volunteers concentrated on 
completing the Arctic weather-log project and 
also continued working on our Shackleton-related 
collections for the Heritage Lottery Fund supported 
By Endurance We Conquer: the Shackleton Project. 
Julian Partridge joined our excellent volunteers 
Sophie Villabos, Seb Whittaker, Judy Skelton, Michael 
Laughton and Deirdre Hannah. 

Naomi Boneham
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Teaching, Learning and Understanding 

University Teaching

Academic members of the Institute’s staff coordinate 
and deliver undergraduate lecture courses, and run 
laboratory classes, in the Department of Geography. 
Long-running Geography courses include ‘The 
Cryosphere’, ‘Glacial Environments’, ‘Glaciology’ 
and ‘Geographies of the Arctic’. Undergraduate 
supervisions are also provided to students in many 
colleges. Members of our staff are Fellows of Christ’s, 
Downing, Fitzwilliam, Jesus, Newnham, St. Catharine’s 
and St. John’s colleges. Our M.Phil. course in Polar 

Studies, with six students graduating in 2018, has 
academic strands in Natural Sciences and in the 
Social Sciences and Humanities. We have more than 
twenty doctoral students, registered to study topics 
ranging from the dynamics of Greenland Ice Sheet 
outlet glaciers to ethnographic investigations of 
Arctic peoples. Each student works within one of our 
established research themes, providing a strong and 
integrated research culture.

Julian Dowdeswell

Polar Record

SPRI Website

Polar Record continued during 2018 as an 
internationally refereed journal of polar research 
for the sciences, social sciences and humanities. It 
has become an e-journal with up to six issues being 
published electronically each year by Cambridge 

University Press. We thank the many reviewers of 
manuscripts submitted for publication for their input 
towards maintaining high scholarly standards for the 
journal. 

Nikolas Sellheim (Editor)

This year saw the SPRI website undergo extensive 
restructuring, in preparation for the Institute’s 2020 
Centenary Campaign. Most sections of the site have 
been given a fresh, new design and clearer navigation. 

Further improvements have been made to the new 
online library catalogue, and areas such as the museum 
catalogue continue to see new records being added.

Martin Lucas-Smith

The ships Erebus and Terror as painted by MacDonald Gill on the Antarctic Dome in the Polar Museum
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The Polar Museum

How would you change our museum to tell stories 
about climate change? That was the question we posed 
to six people who formed the Polar Museum’s team in 
the Climate Hack, an innovative three-day event devised 
and led by the team at the Polar Museum and which 
took place across four of the University of Cambridge 
Museums. Over the course of a long weekend, teams 
met researchers, learnt about objects and designed 
and built prototype exhibits about climate change. The 
Polar Museum’s team, inspired by their meeting with 
Dr Gareth Rees and PhD student Praveen Teleti, built a 
fantastic interactive map of sea ice which was projected 
onto the Arctic ceiling dome in the Institute’s Memorial 
Hall. Visitors could turn dials to change the month and 
year they were looking at, gaining a rapid understanding 
of seasonal changes and longer-term trends in Arctic sea 
ice. Despite the decidedly wintry weather, visitors turned 
out in force to see the results of the Climate Hack, 
setting the tone for a busy year of events; throughout 
2018 the Polar Museum welcomed over 6,000 visitors 
to special events including family days, talks, themed 
board-game nights, book signings and much more.

Museum audience figures remain consistently strong, 
both in person and online. In addition to attendance at 
events, the Museum welcomed almost 50,000 visitors 
in 2018. Thanks are due to our dedicated volunteers, 
without whom we would not be able to provide such a 
warm welcome to our visitors. Approximately the same 
number again accessed online resources including short 
videos, teacher resource packs and a teaching module 
for the Open University’s undergraduate geography 
course. In addition, some 6,650 school children visited 
the museum for workshops or self-guided visits and 
handling collections loaned to schools were accessed 
by nearly 3,000 children. The excellent feedback we 
receive about our education and outreach activity in 
the museum, and the consistently strong attendance 
at our events, is in no small part thanks to the hard 
work of the education and outreach team of Naomi 
Chapman and Rosie Amos. In late 2018 Rosie Amos 
took maternity leave, and Margaret Barclay joined the 
team as maternity cover.

The Museum continued its programme of exhibitions, 
with 2017’s final exhibition Uummannaq: A Century of 
Exploration in Greenland, which featured photographs 
and equipment from the current European Research 
Council funded RESPONDER project alongside historical 
photographs, carrying over into 2018. In spring Arctic 
Dialogue(s): Conversations between Art & Science 
opened. The exhibition drew on artist Jane Rushton’s 
focus on remote Northern areas including the Arctic, 
where she has undertaken extended field trips, 
sometimes with scientists. In July 2018, Polar Encounters: 
200 years of contemporary and historical polar art 
opened at Bonhams in London, before the transfer 
of a slightly smaller version to the Polar Museum. The 
exhibition featured a wide range of artworks from the 
Institute’s extensive collections, juxtaposing different 
interpretations of the polar regions. The exhibition in 

Bonhams also featured work from recent Friends of 
SPRI Artists in Residence. The scheme sends artists to 
the Arctic and the Antarctic supported by One Ocean 
Expeditions and the Royal Navy, respectively, with 
sponsorship for travel by Bonhams.

Behind the scenes, our collections care remains a priority. 
We were delighted to be joined by a new member of 
staff, Alex Partridge, in February 2018 as our Collections 
Coordinator. Alex first trained as an archaeologist 
working on Arctic material before moving into museums 
work at the University of Aberdeen Museums. He then 
worked for the Royal Collections Trust and undertook 
postgraduate study before joining the Polar Museum 
team where his expertise in Arctic cultures is proving 
invaluable. Sophie Rowe, our Conservator, carried out an 
impressive piece of conservation on a silver model of the 
Terra Nova, with the support of funding from the Friends 
of SPRI and Noble Caledonia. Another challenging project 
was to consolidate flaky radioactive paint on a compass 
held in the collection. Sophie undertook a great deal of 
careful planning to ensure that the project was managed 
safely. Thanks are due to the UK Antarctic Heritage 
Trust for their support for the Museum’s conservation 
programme, as well as the Museum’s wider education 
and outreach activities.

Not only does the museum care for its existing 
collection, it also adds new material to the collection. 
In 2018, a wide range of new objects was added to 
the Polar Museum collection including: bow drills and 
other indigenous technologies collected by Henry 
Forder, carpenter on board HMS Enterprise from 1850-
1855 during the Franklin searches; material used or 
collected on the British East Greenland Expedition 
1935-36 including a typewriter used by Phyllis Wager; 
a handheld telescope used by Charles Royds; and a 
large collection of material from Point Hope in Alaska 
collected by Augustus Reginald Hoare who lived there 
as a missionary until his death in 1920.

Across the Museum, Archive and Picture Library in the 
academic year 2017-18, the Institute responded to 855 
external research enquiries and 248 internal research 
enquiries, and welcomed 130 external researchers and 
48 internal researchers. We are aware of 1 master’s 
thesis, 2 doctoral theses, 20 journal articles, 1 book 
chapter and 6 books that made use of our collection 
– and there are probably more that we are not aware 
of. The Museum has also supported teaching on eight 
university-level courses, across a wide range of subject 
areas and organisations.

As we move into 2019, the Museum joins the rest of 
the Institute in looking towards 2020 and our centenary 
year. Emily Rigby joined the Museum team in January 
2018 as Fundraising and Communications Assistant, 
working across the Institute to support us as we work 
towards the centenary. 2020 will be a very special year, 
with lots to celebrate.

Charlotte Connelly
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Projecting the Significance of the Polar Regions 

Expedition Support: Gino Watkins Memorial Fund

Expedition Award

Artist in Residence, Western Greenland £1,000 

Greenland North Liverpool Land Independent Group Expedition, 2018 £2,500

Unfinished business – a sea kayak journey to the 1931 BAARE base camp,  
East Greenland, 2018

£3,000 Simpson Award

Subglacial weathering: an overlooked control on silica export to polar oceans, Bristol 
Glaciology Centre, 2018

£500

Oxford University Liverpool Land Expedition, 2018 £3,000

Moskus Expedition 2018: the Stauning Alps, eastern Greenland £2,000 + £2,000 Arctic Club 
£4,000

Green Zero expedition, southern Greenland, 2018 £2,000 + £3,000 Arctic Club 
£5,000

South Greenland geological mapping and education expedition, St Anne’s College,  
University of Oxford, 2018

£3,000

The South Georgia Archaeological Project: investigating the history of sealing, 2018 £2,500

Supraglacial rock avalanches as a source of nutrients for glacial and extra-glacial  
ecosystems, Glacier Bay NP, Alaska

£1,500

A woman at 80 degrees, 83 years on, Svalbard £2,000 + £3,000 Arctic Club 
£5,000

Institute academic staff and research students continue 
to be engaged in the outward projection of polar 
research and education through, for example, media 
work, public lectures and visits by schools to our 
Polar Museum. The Director, for example, spoke on 
Radio 4’s Today Programme on ice in the Weddell 
Sea, Antarctica. Views and quotations on polar 
topics, many of which include an emphasis on polar 
heritage and environmental-change issues, have also 
appeared in broadsheet newspapers both in Britain and 
internationally (e.g. The Guardian, The Times, The New 
York Times), and on the increasingly visited websites of 
media organisations. An example is work on the flow 

The Gino Watkins Memorial Fund, under the joint 
trusteeship of the University of Cambridge and the 
Royal Geographical Society, gives grants towards 
expeditions that meet its objectives of guiding and 
inspiring enterprising people towards scientific research 
and exploration in the polar regions. 

The Committee of Managers of the Fund would 
like to thank the Augustine Courtauld Trust for their 

generous contribution of £9,000. The members of the 
Committee who served during the year were Dr L Craig 
(Chair), Professor I Campbell, Professor J A Dowdeswell, 
Mr R Durbridge, Mr D Fordham, Dr D Goodman, Mr 
N Gwynne, Dr M Humphreys, Professor M Lea, Mr R 
Page, Professor R C Schroter, and Dr M Tinsley.

The Committee met on the 24 February 2018 and 
made the following awards:

and basal properties of the Greenland Ice Sheet by SPRI 
staff and students. 

A number of our staff have given external talks at 
primary and secondary schools, in addition to academic 
seminars at UK and foreign universities. Emeritus 
Associates of the Institute, including Drs Peter Clarkson 
and Colin Summerhayes have been particularly active 
in giving public lectures. These external activities are 
important in making sure that the work of the Institute, 
in terms of both its scholarship and heritage activities, is 
projected as widely as possible.

Julian Dowdeswell
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External Contributions to Polar Activities

National and International Roles of Staff
Members of the Institute are active in many roles 
relating to national and international committees and 
advisory groups involving the Arctic and Antarctic, and 
are members of the editorial boards of a number of 
international journals. These include:

•	 UK	representative	on	the	International	Arctic	
Science Committee (IASC) Working Group on the 
Cryopshere; P. Christofferson

•	 UK	representative	on	the	International	Arctic	
Science Council (IASC) Working Group on the 
Humanities and Social Sciences; M. Bravo

•	 UK	representative	on	International	Science	Initiative	
for the Russian Arctic (IASC); W.G. Rees

•	 Member	of	the	Place-Names	Committee	of	the	
British Antarctic Territory; J.A. Dowdeswell

•	 Member	of	UK	National	Committee	on	Antarctic	
Research; J.A. Dowdeswell

•	 Member	of	Steering	Committee,	UK	Arctic	and	
Antarctic Partnership; R.C. Powell 

•	 Member	of	the	International	Arctic	Social	Sciences	
Association (IASSA) International Polar Year 
Taskforce; M. Bravo

•	 Member	of	the	NERC	Peer	Review	College;	N.S.	
Arnold

•	 Treasurer,	International	Glaciological	Society;	I.C.	
Willis

•	 Member	of	the	Advisory	Council,	European	Union	
Arctic Forum Fdn.; M. Bravo

•	 Co-leader	PPS	Arctic	Programme	for	international	
Arctic treeline research; W.G. Rees

•	 Trans-Antarctic	Association;	P.D.	Clarkson	
(Chair); R.K. Headland, E.M. Morris (UK Advisory 
Committee members).

•	 Secretary	General,	International	Commission	
on Stratigraphy of the International Union of 
Geological Sciences; P.L Gibbard 

•	 Member,	Anthropocene	Working	Group	of	
International Commission on Stratigraphy; C. 
Summerhayes.

•	 Permanent	UK	representative	of	the	Association	of	
Marine Mammal Hunters of Chukotka; P. Vitebsky

•	 Trustee:	Sutasoma	Trust	-	P.	Vitebsky;	Fuchs	
Foundation, Royal Museums Greenwich - J.A. 
Dowdeswell

•	 Expert	Member,	International	Council	on	
Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS), International 
Committee on Risk Preparedness (ICORP) and 
International Polar Heritage Committee (IPHC) 
Secretary General; B. Lintott 

•	 Member	of	SCAR’s	Antarctic	Climate	Change	
and the Environment (ACCE) Advisory Group; C. 
Summerhayes

Editorial Board members: Polar Record, Polar 
Geography, Journal of Geophysical Research; 
Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, 
Archaeology, Energy Research and Social Science, 
Ethnology and Anthropology of Eurasia, Anthropology 
and Archaeology of Eurasia, Anthropology and 
Medicine, Cultural Geographies, Historical Geography, 
Journal of the Institute of Conservation, Worldviews: 
Global Religions, Culture and Ecology. 

Captain Scott’s hut at Cape Evans, with Mt Erebus behind
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Friends of SPRI and the SPRI Centenary Campaign

Friends of the Scott Polar Research Institute
The characteristic energy and flair of the Friends 
of SPRI’s annual programme delivered yet again in 
2018, covering a broad range of pleasingly varied, 
informative and well attended gatherings. Lectures 
by Michael Smith and Ursula Rack on ‘Ireland’s 
Antarctic Explorers’ and ‘Wilhelm Filchner, German 
Antarctic Explorer’ respectively, kicked off a great 
start to the year. Nick Romeril, our Antarctic artist 
in residence, undertook his sojourn onboard HMS 
Protector around the same time whilst the ship 
was deployed to the Antarctic Peninsula during the 
austral summer. Generously sponsored by Bonhams, 
this very popular programme has been running 
for nearly a decade and we are hugely grateful 
for their support. In August, the Bonhams Bond 
Street auction house also hosted a second, three-
week exhibition of some of the Institute’s polar art 
collections alongside works by our Antarctic and 
Arctic artists. This excellent central London location 

generates much interest and promotes SPRI in the 
capital. Further afield in Hampshire, the Friends 
attended the opening of the refurbished Gilbert 
White Museum and its Titus Oates collection. 
Internationally, a significant body of Friends (with 
Nick Jones, our Arctic artist in residence) forayed into 
the Arctic on a two-week passage from Greenland 
to Baffin Island in September supported by One 
Ocean Expeditions and Ice Tracks. Ice Tracks raised a 
generous sum for SPRI’s 2020 Centenary Appeal.  
Our Polar Tribute Lecture reviewed the life and 
works of Dr Charles Swithinbank, a much-missed 
life member, featuring an inspiring talk by Ran 
Fiennes. A joint lecture day with the South Georgia 
Association attracted many Friends who also 
attended the Friends’ AGM at SPRI in November; 
the year ended fittingly with an outstanding, packed 
public lecture by Michael Palin marking the launch of 
his book Erebus.

Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR) 

SCAR is an interdisciplinary body of the International 
Council for Science. Its mission is to facilitate 
international research in and from Antarctica and 
the Southern Ocean region and provide objective 
and authoritative scientific advice to the Antarctic 
Treaty and other bodies. The SCAR Secretariat is very 
fortunate to have been hosted by the SPRI since SCAR’s 
establishment over 60 years ago. 

Among the many highlights of 2018 were SCAR’s 60th 
birthday celebrations. SCAR was first established at 
the end of the International Geophysical Year (IGY) of 
1957-58 (a year before the Antarctic Treaty was signed) 
as a means of continuing the international Antarctic 
collaboration that the IGY had helped to build. To mark 
this anniversary SCAR published a revised edition of 
its landmark book Science in the Snow, which details 
the history of SCAR from its inception up to its 60th 
birthday year.

The 2018 SCAR Open Science Conference was held 
in Davos, Switzerland from 15 – 26 June. These 
conferences are the largest gathering of Antarctic 
scientists globally, and are a central part of SCAR’s 
mission to facilitate international collaboration in 
Antarctic research. The theme of the 2018 meeting 
(which was a joint event with the International Arctic 
Science Committee, IASC) was ‘Where the Poles Come 
Together’. The conference was attended by over two 
thousand scientists and attracted over 2,500 abstracts. 
Over 60 sessions took place during the conference, with 
poster presentations, side meetings, and exhibitions. 
Sessions covered topics ranging from ocean circulation 
and sea-level rise through to Antarctic history and 

diversity and inclusion. SCAR was delighted to see SPRI 
researchers featuring prominently throughout the event. 

SCAR medals for excellence in Antarctic Research, 
International Scientific Coordination and Education 
and Communication were awarded to Prof. Michael 
Hambrey (a former SPRI Research Associate), Prof. Terry 
Wilson and Prof. James McClintock, respectively. In 
2018 SCAR also awarded five fellowships to early-career 
scientists to allow them to undertake research in a host 
country. It also received record numbers of applications 
for its ‘visiting scholar’ scheme for more senior 
scientists, with results to be announced in early 2019. 

A key part of SCAR’s mission is to provide independent 
and objective scientific advice to the policy 
makers of the Antarctic Treaty System and other 
intergovernmental bodies. In 2018 SCAR presented 
two working papers and five information papers to the 
Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting, including a Code 
of Conduct for Terrestrial Scientific Field Research in 
Antarctica. 

The SCAR secretariat saw welcome expansion in 2018. 
In July Dr Chandrika Nath (formerly Director of the UK 
Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology) took 
up the position of Executive Director. In December Alice 
Oates joined the team as part-time communications 
and information officer. The SCAR secretariat team 
looks forward to a productive 2019. To follow SCAR’s 
activities, please mail us at info@scar.org to sign up for 
the newsletter or follow us on Facebook, Twitter  
(@scar_tweets) or LinkedIn. 

Chandrika Nath
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The Scott Polar Research Institute is an international 
centre for research into the polar regions and is also 
home to unrivalled resources of polar information and 
expertise, housing the world’s largest polar library, 
Britain’s only dedicated polar museum, and a national 
repository for polar archives that record some of the 
most memorable episodes in exploration of the Arctic 
and Antarctic. The Institute’s Archives, Museum and 
Library provide members of the general public, as well 
as scientists, government bodies, industry and polar 
inhabitants with important information on a variety of 
polar topics, including climate change, management 
of natural resources and historical polar expeditions. 
Through both the publication of our research and by 
public outreach, the Institute helps to educate and 
inform a worldwide audience about the polar regions. 

The one-hundredth anniversary of the Institute is in 
2020. We have established a number of fundraising 
priorities, relating to research, heritage and outreach 
activities, to strengthen the Institute’s national and 
international roles over the coming decades. We 
wish to endow academic posts, and especially a 
Professorship in the field of Polar Environmental 
Science along with several lectureships. We are also 
working to underpin the further development of the 
Institute’s Archive and Museum. Our highest priorities 
in these areas are to provide permanent endowment 
funding for the important posts of Institute Archivist 

and Polar Museum Curator. Funding for these 
positions has until now been supported by a series of 
short-term grants – an inherently unstable position. 
We also wish to build up endowment funds for the 
support of research students at the Institute (now 
initiated as the Scott Polar Scholarships Fund and the 
Debenham Scholars Fund), and to enable increasingly 
expensive polar fieldwork to continue to take place on 
a regular basis.

A series of events is being set up to celebrate the 
centenary. There will be a special dinner for SPRI’s 
alumni on Saturday 18 April 2020 in Jesus College 
and a formal Centenary Gala Dinner on Saturday 28 
November 2020 in Downing College. Those interested 
in further details should contact development@spri.
cam.ac.uk.

The generosity to the Institute of a number of 
individual donors, together with private trusts and 
foundations, is gratefully acknowledged. Particular 
thanks are due to William Stancer for taking on the 
role of Campaign Chair and to HSH Prince Albert II of 
Monaco for agreeing to be our Patron. 

Further information on the Institute’s Centenary 
Campaign is available from the Director, 
Professor Julian Dowdeswell  
(director@spri.cam.ac.uk; 01223-336560).

Kayaking off 
Disko Island, West 
Greenland, with the 
Friends of SPRI

This is my eighth and final contribution to the 
SPRI Review and I have the pleasure of handing 
the chair to Dr John Shears. Eight fabulously busy 
and fascinating years leave me indebted to a vast 
number of people and organisations who have 
supported, funded, organised and implemented 
numerous events. Sadly, due to lack of space, they 
cannot all be named and they cannot be thanked 
enough. That said, I hope they will not mind me 
highlighting a few – Julian Dowdeswell for unerring 

advice and guidance, the ever cheerful, helpful staff 
at the Institute, my fellow committee members for 
their contributions to countless meetings and, of 
course, Celene Pickard our indefatigable Executive 
Secretary without whom nothing would happen. The 
Friends of SPRI are in great hands; it was an honour 
to be your chair for so long and I wish our brilliant 
association and the Institute the very best of luck for 
the future.

Nick Lambert (Chair, Friends of SPRI)
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